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ABSTRACT
Social robots that physically display emotion invite natural
communication with their human interlocutors, enabling ap-
plications like robot-assisted therapy where a complex robot’s
breathing influences human emotional and physiological state.
Using DIY fabrication and assembly, we explore how sim-
ple 1-DOF robots can express affect with economy and user
customizability, leveraging open-source designs.

We developed low-cost techniques for coupled iteration of a
simple robot’s body and behaviour, and evaluated its potential
to display emotion. Through two user studies, we (1) vali-
dated these CuddleBits’ ability to express emotions (N=20);
(2) sourced a corpus of 72 robot emotion behaviours from
participants (N=10); and (3) analyzed it to link underlying
parameters to emotional perception (N=14).

We found that CuddleBits can express arousal (activation),
and to a lesser degree valence (pleasantness). We also show
how a sketch-refine paradigm combined with DIY fabrication
and novel input methods enable parametric design of physical
emotion display, and discuss how mastering this parsimonious
case can give insight into layering simple behaviours in more
complex robots.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 User Interfaces: Prototyping; H.5.2 User Interfaces:
Haptic I/O

Author Keywords
Affective computing; human-robot interaction (HRI);
Do-It-Yourself (DIY); haptics; physical prototyping.

INTRODUCTION
Emotionally communicative machines are here. Socially ex-
pressive robots have potential in therapy, assistance and enter-
tainment; multi-degree-of-freedom (DOF) robots like Probo,
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Huggable and the Haptic Creature have already demonstrated
that discriminable emotions can be rendered with visible or
salient haptic motion [27, 33, 38].

If even 1-DOF robots can display emotional content, we could
reduce cost, enable expressive Do-It-Yourself (DIY) robots,
and inform more complex robot designs. This seems plausible:
humans have a powerful ability to anthropomorphize, easily
constructing narratives and ascribing complex emotions to
non-human entities [13]—even a 1-DOF rod in motion [12].

In this paper, we evaluate the expressive potential for sim-
ple 1-DOF robots, and explore the design and recognition of
rendered emotional breathing-like behaviours through 1-DOF
zoomorphic social robots collectively called CuddleBits.

Motivating our exploration of breathing-like behaviours is a
body of work on affective breathing behaviours for both hu-
mans and animal-like robots [3, 30]. Although there are many
use cases for a robot capable of physical emotion display, we
focus here on an affective robot pet [39]. As motivation, con-
sider some scenarios illustrating how a simple robot that can
mirror a user’s affective state might be emotionally supportive:

1. Emotion regulation. Both the user and the robot are ini-
tially Stressed; the act of calming the robot also calms the
user. Steady physical robot breathing has been shown to
calm users [30].

2. Emotion initiation. Both the user and the robot are ini-
tially Depressed. The user is told to get the robot to act
excited, and as she succeeds, both become Excited.

3. Emotion enhancement. Both user and robot are Relaxed.
As they rest together, they both become more relaxed.

For a robot to mirror user emotion, it would be useful to auto-
matically generate emotional behaviours that vary across emo-
tional dimensions of arousal (activation) and valence (pleas-
antness) [25] (Figure 3). However, it is not obvious how these
behaviours should look and feel. Even creating apparently sim-
ple breathing-like behaviours is complex: parameters of rate,
amplitude and waveform must be chosen in keeping with the
robot’s body; conveying valence may require time variance.

Objectives, Approach and Contributions
In this work, we undertook to understand this new design
space. First, we needed to identify tool and metaphor require-
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ments for designing emotional robot behaviours in a 1-DOF
robot. For example, can a traditional keyframe editor fully
support behaviour design? How can we support improvisation
for expressive capacity, behaviours, and form factor?

It was important to determine if behaviours for a 1-DOF robot
can be designed and consistently distinguished in the basic
emotion dimensions of arousal and valence; and which design
and engineering parameters give the highest control over these
influential perceptual factors. Finally, we wanted to consider
difficult-to-control factors and evaluative economy. How do
form factor and other non-behavioural factors influence emo-
tion perception? Does seeing the robot live accord the same
emotion ratings as seeing it on video?

We devised a rapid prototyping approach that allowed us to
design and quickly iterate on a small family of 1-DOF robot
bodies (Figure 1). The robots were designed with sketch-
ing/modification as a primary requirement, thus allowing for
iteration on the order of under a minute to less than a day. Si-
multaneously, we explored design tools for robot behaviours,
extending a keyframe-based editor for vibrotactile sensations
(Macaron [28]) and a new tool for improvisational haptic
sketching with vocal input (Voodle).

We developed, tested and analyzed a set of emotion behaviours.
Study participants rated the emotional perception of our be-
haviour set for agreement with validated emotion words. We
analyzed the behaviour set for design parameters and char-
acteristic signal features (mean, median, max, min, variance,
total variance, and area under the curve) to determine which
aspects of robot motion correlate with arousal and valence. We
further examined robot form factor and participant perception
of emotion under two sets of two conditions: surface {soft and
furry vs. hard and exposed}, and viewing condition {live vs.
video} in a mixed experiment design.

We contribute:

DIY designs for a 1-DOF robot with a validated range of emo-
tional expression;

Identification of relationships between robot behaviour con-
trol parameters, and robot-expressed emotion (as consis-
tently rated by participants).

Demonstration of the capability and potential of a sketch-
and-refine design approach whose novelty lies in facilitating
joint consideration of form and behaviour for 1-DOF affec-
tive robots, and can be extended to more complex displays.

In the following, we survey previous work, motivating our
choice of behaviour paradigm and design. We then describe
two studies: (1) an exploration of robot form factor and how
it may influence emotion perception; and (2) a focused look
at the physical or engineering parameters that suggest emo-
tional content. Finally, we discuss our findings on the emotion
display capability of minimalistic robots and ground them in
implications for future evolution.

RELATED WORK
To enable emotional interaction, machines must be able to
both sense and saliently display emotions [10].

1. 

Paper
FlexiBit

Paper
RibBit

Plastic binder
FlexiBit

Meccano
RibBit

2. Develop a set of canonical parts that allow for quick

Creating RibBit 
that had a spine

was as easy as
slightly modifying
a single drawing.

With extra holes 
FlexiBit sides 
and bases can

be quickly

3. 
use in a study.

FlexiBit breathing was made
more salient in <5mins by

RibBits could be rebuilt in a
couple of hours after  
redrawing a part.

OUR SKETCH-AND-REFINE PROCESS

Figure 1. The two CuddleBit families explore very different form factors
using similar actuation principles and requirements, but are designed to
be quickly modified.

We root our exploration of affective robot motion in the liter-
ature, borrowing insight from companion robots’ emotional
breathing, and considering available emotion models. We take
inspiration from other places where physical and behavioural
design is coupled, and end with the custom animation methods
and tools that underlie our motion rendering process.
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Companion Robots, from Complex to Simple
Companion robots that once existed only in science fiction are
quickly becoming part of our present reality. Paro, a cute actu-
ated harp seal with soft fur, has been used as a therapy robot
in elder care homes to help manage dementia and encourage
socialization [34, 35]; its study provides evidence that even
simple robot behaviour can produce therapeutic benefits.

The Haptic Creature is a furry mammal-like robot with a multi-
DOF haptic emotion display [37], shown to display a variety
of emotions with multi-DOF [38]. The physiological effect
of one level of sinusoidal robot breathing was studied in a
controlled trial, where users held the robot in “breathing” and
“non-breathing” conditions. In the first, they experienced a sta-
tistically significant decrease in their own heart- and breathing-
rates as well as self-reported relaxation [30].

Here we examine the larger expressive space of breathing
alone. We a) design and validate two distinct robot forms
presenting a wide range of affective expression; b) design and
validate more complex and nuanced behaviours, introducing
control parameters beyond sinusoidal motion variants; and c)
achieve these with just 1-DOF breathing motion.

Rendering Emotion Through Breathing
Breathing is a natural expression of emotion [3, 4, 22] that
can enhance the recognition of certain affective states, e.g. as
displayed on a 3D avatar of a human upper body (including
the face) [8]. It is yet unclear how to operationalize design
and/or display parameters to distinguish between emotional
states. Boiten et al. identify two relevant categories of res-
piratory parameters: (1) volume and timing parameters (i.e.
respiration rate and respiration volume, frequency and ampli-
tude respectively), (2) measures regarding the morphology of
the breathing curve (i.e. changes of the breathing curve over
time; irregularity) [4]. Our keyframe editor attempts to capture
both sets of parameters.

In previous work on similar 1-DOF robots, people petting
the small furry bodies reported that their simple periodic mo-
tions seemed analogous to breathing, suggesting aliveness [5,
6]. Their behaviours have been likened to other repetitive
biological behaviours such as wing motion or heartbeats.

Here, we attempt to access the emotional content of breathing-
like motions in a simple pet-like robot (rather than, e.g., a
dynamic image of the human torso): specifically, how and to
what degree motion parameters signify emotion state.

We also ask whether physical presence, and/or haptic interac-
tion is essential to their emotional expressiveness. In a study of
visual proxies of vibrotactile sensations, subjects rated some
haptic sensations similarly regardless of whether they expe-
rienced it haptically or as a graphical representation [29]. If
true here, it may be possible to design haptic emotive robot
behaviours using online tools like Mechanical Turk [29].

Emotion Models
For simplicity, we have built our emotion rendering on a con-
ventional two-dimensional emotion model of valence (pleas-
antness) and arousal (activation) [25]. This model is often
discretized by dividing the 2D plane into a grid [26]; and the

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) [36] is a set
of words with validated mappings to divisions of the resulting
affect grid [9]. We use a subset of PANAS words to refer to
the grid’s extreme corners: Excited (positive valence, high
arousal), Relaxed (positive valence, low arousal), Depressed
(negative valence, low arousal), and Stressed (negative va-
lence, high arousal), as well as others (a total of 20 words)
that fall into each quadrant (see Table 1 for the word set used
in each study). Participants rated behaviours by indicating
how closely a particular behaviour matched a word from the
PANAS. Model choice is motivated by dimensionality, with
future behaviour generation on continuums of valence and
arousal in mind.

Coupled Physical and Behaviour Design
We observe that emotional behaviours are intrinsically bound
to the bodies on which they are expressed, and therefore rea-
son that affective robot design will benefit strongly from the
flexible, rapid-turnaround physical prototyping methods being
popularized by DIY and maker culture.

Our sketch-and-refine process draws on low-fidelity haptic
sketching, traditional sculpture and paper craft, rapid proto-
typing, and animation methods. Our innovation is a process
that integrates existing sketching methods by preparing them
in forms amenable to quick combination and refinement.

Sketching physical designs
As a design philosophy, sketching means quickly generat-
ing many versions of an imagined final product. For some
engineering problems, detailed specifications can be gener-
ated without this step. In contrast, establishing requirements
through fast iteration (design-by-prototyping) [16, 18] is typi-
cal for those who aim to generate emotional reactions — e.g.,
industrial designers, set designers and sculptors, who often
develop a larger design by making and getting reactions to
multiple simultaneous maquettes (small physical models).

Our physical design methods are inspired by Moussette’s
haptic sketching [19, 20], with complex haptic expressions
mocked up with low-cost physical media, and by Hoffman and
Ju [15], where robots were designed through drawn sketches,
prototyping actuated skeletons and 3D modeling.

We take “robot sketching” further. Concerned with haptic as
well as visual emotiveness, we prioritize rapid access to user
responses to tangible, physical media. Therefore, skipping
3D modelling, we directly implement our robots in low-cost
sketch media (wood, plastic) so they are both easy to iterate
on and immediately study-ready. We thus design both for and
through sketching: by making on-the-fly modification a pri-
mary design requirement, haptic (touchable) robot prototypes
can be iterated on within hours or even minutes (Figure 1).

In keeping with Maker ethos, we also target open hardware
design, inspired by projects like WoodenHaptics [11].

Animation and tool design
Affective robot control differs from typical robot motion plan-
ning, with a goal of communicative rather than functional
movement. Affective robot behaviour design consequently
draws heavily on puppeting (3D) and animation [24]. Our
minimal sketch-and-refine approach stands in contrast to those
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for higher-DOF affective robots such as Probo [27], where
focus on facial expression for emotional display necessitates
extensive 3D simulation software to coordinate actuation.

Animators tout the benefits of sketching to develop believ-
able motion parameters where a sketch’s subordinated detail
presents opportunities to zoom in, problem-solve, then back
out — a methodology not lost on haptic designers [21]. Re-
cently developed haptic design tools include Macaron [28],
which borrows the animation tenet of keyframes, directly ma-
nipulating the vibrotactile sensation to match notable events
(or frames) in an analogous animation.

DESIGN METHODS
To validate a behaviour’s emotion content, we developed 1-
DOF social robots by rapidly iterating form in concert with
identification of parameters controlling expressive movement.

Two major form factors emerged (collectively called the ‘Cud-
dleBits’): a rigid wood-based form resembling a rib cage
(‘RibBit’) and a flexible, plastic-based form resembling a ball
of fur (‘FlexiBit’).

We iterated on mechanical form until satisfied with the proto-
types’ tactility and expressive possibilities of movement. We
generated dozens of throw-away prototypes from paper, Mec-
cano, plastic and wood (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the
process, and select prototypes). After initial lo-fi sketches, a
key requirement we set for medium-fi prototypes was to design
for sketching, i.e. design our robots to be easily modifiable us-
ing simple and repeatable parts. By applying a deconstructive,
sketch-based process to a hard, subjective design problem,
we were able to quickly react and adapt to both control and
expressive requirements on the fly.

Considerations
Robust compliance and handling affordances: Our prototypes
had to withstand the pressure of a human hand, but we found
that the structure’s basic pliability and apparent fragility also
directed its handler’s approach: pliability afforded rough play
(squishing, hitting, throwing) while rigidity incited gentleness
(holding, cupping, stroking).

Touch: Prototypes needed to convey some kind of biological
behaviour; thus, the materials needed to afford playfulness
and liveliness.

Believability: We drew on caricature and internal consistency
for believability; we took cues from the natural world but
situated the CuddleBits in their own genre rather than mim-
icking a real animal. RibBit’s inner mechanics are evident,
allowing natural material affordances but cueing user expecta-
tions; FlexiBit’s soft fur elicited stroking and its limbless form
suggested no locomotor ability.

Backend: The Bits are powered and controlled by an Arduino
Uno, from a NodeJS server (nodejs.org/en) using the Johnny-
Five JS robotics framework (johnny-five.io). Javascript con-
struction facilitates connection to front-end applications and
widely-available web frameworks. Using a single language for
front- and back-end facilitates seamless development; using
web technologies allows for transparency in widget design (i.e.

pos

ran motion

MacaronBitVoodle

Figure 2. For Study 2a, users had two design tools to help create be-
haviours: Voodle and MacaronBit. With Voodle, users could option-
ally sketch a robot motion using their voice. Their vocal input was
imported into MacaronBit as raw position keyframes (shown as ’pos’
above). Users could modify the waveform by manipulating other param-
eters, specifically randomness (shown as ’ran’), max and min position.
MacaronBit includes standard keyframe editing functions.

using the browser ‘inspect’ tool makes for faster debugging
than with Java UI packages). As such, rapidly iterating on
control mechanisms was also fast.

Extendable and Open design: The CuddleBits were designed
to be easily extended with little effort or expertise. Full Cud-
dleBit source documents are shared: pattern files, code and a
manual for assembly and extension1.

CuddleBit Visual Design Patterns
Modifiable design patterns make varying robot shape quick,
from under 2 hours up to 2 days. For each family, we produced
many models (Figure 1) and chose the most visually and hapti-
cally salient to evaluate. Each pattern includes both the atomic
units of construction and the narrative sense conveyed by the
aesthetic and material presentation, detailed below.

The FlexiBit: Like a simple sewn sphere, Flexi’s ribs are
plastic slices fixed to a base like petals of a flower. These
are generated by adjusting a stencil, printing and cutting the
pattern from plastic sheets with a knife, and joining them with
machine screws. Slices are scalable for smaller or larger Bits;
to adjust shape, only some slices and/or the base are varied.

Plastic flexibility, volume, and curvature provide passive com-
pliance and natural feel under a faux fur cover. It is often
compared to a Tribble (a fuzzy alien species from the Star
Trek universe): the plastic frame evokes a compliant torso.

The RibBit: A wooden ribcage on a stand, its rigid actuation
gets compliance from internal springs. In counterpoint to
Flexi, mechanics are fully exposed, with no attempt at material
realism. It comes alive only with suggestive movement. Each
rib is laser cut from an easily modifiable digital pattern, and
assembled by wood-gluing parts together, with BBQ skewers
as pins and rods. Further versions of the RibBit include fur
and ridges that form an inflexible ‘spine’; these explorations
were prototyped in low cost materials (like paper) first.

RibBit has a naturalistic skeletal aesthetic due to its wooden
construction. Fitting comfortably in the contours of a hand,
the structural rigidity provides notable haptic feedback even
when covered with fur.

1www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/spin/cuddlebits: pattern files, code and a
DIY manual for assembly and extension.
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Animation Tools
We used internally developed haptic design tools to quickly
sketch and refine behaviours: (1) MacaronBit, a keyframe-
based vibrotactile effect editor and (2) Voodle, a robot be-
haviour sketching tool.

Early tool attempts: While extending Macaron for robot be-
haviour design seems natural in retrospect, at the time it was
not obvious to repurpose a vibrotactile design tool for 1-DOF
robot motions. A keyframe editor balances the concerns of
precision and refinement with the easy sketching abilities af-
forded through direct manipulation; Macaron provides focused
control over a short window (in the order of seconds).

Our group made many attempts at behaviour design/puppeting
tools and techniques before MacaronBit and Voodle, includ-
ing a free-hand vector drawing tool based on paperjs.org, a
browser-based timeline editor [1]; and for direct position con-
trol, a force-feedback knob [31]. The timeline editor was unin-
tuitive; the drawing tool and force-feedback knob required too
much fine control for large movements, and did not provide
enough control for small movements (i.e. entire behaviour
would have to be re-drawn per sketch; human hands cannot
move fast enough to express fine motions such as fluttering).
MacaronBit allowed for precise control of both large and fine
motions, and Voodle allowed for quick sketching and iteration
since it gave immediate continuous feedback.

MacaronBit: Macaron is a open-source web-based keyframe
editor for designing vibrotactile sensations, using amplitude
and frequency of a vibration [28]. As our first pass at design-
ing a robot behaviour editor, we extended Macaron to robot
position control, calling the result MacaronBit (Figure 2).

In developing MacaronBit, we started with a pure sine-wave
and adjusted its parameters: frequency, amplitude, bias, and
amplitude/frequency variability. Its support of immediate
playback, key-framing (parameter interpolation between key
points), waveform generation, and click-and-drag editing sped
up iteration. For participant-designed behaviours, we switched
to direct position control, where design parameters were posi-
tion, randomness, and max and min position (Figure 2).

Voodle – vocal doodling for sketching behaviours: Although
traditional keyframe behaviour design has strong roots in ani-
mation, it is somewhat unintuitive for non-experts. To better
afford improvisation and sketching, intrinsic to the process
of design, we attempted a number of sketching tools ranging
from direct puppeting with a haptic knob, to a vector-based
drawing tool, to a vocal sketching tool. The last, Voodle, trans-
lates sound into robot motion by mapping vocal amplitude and
pitch in a linear combination to servo position, and proved to
be the most intuitive. For example, if you were to laugh, the
robot would convulse in time to your laughter. By adjusting
a set of parameters to tune the voice-to-motion mapping, one
could capture different vocal features to be expressed on the
robot, i.e. shifting the ‘smoothness’ of the motion, changing
the influence of pitch or amplitude in the output motion.

STUDY METHODS
We ran two distinct studies: Study 1 is an initial look into robot
expressive capacity and is further expanded on in Study 2. For
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Figure 3. Waveforms of Study 1 behaviours as designed by researchers.
Each quadrant is represented by a PANAS affect word corresponding to
the extremes along (valence, arousal) axes, i.e. Excited is high-arousal,
positive-valence.

both, we generated a set of behaviours to determine emotional
recognizability via participant ratings. In Study 1, behaviours
were designed by researchers, rated by participants (N=20); in
Study 2a, behaviours were designed by dyads consisting of a
naïve participant (N=10) and an expert animator. Participants
in Study 2b (N=14) rated behaviours designed in Study 2a
under two viewing conditions: behaviours viewed live and
via video. In all cases, we avoided referring to behaviours as
‘breathing’, allowing participants to interpret for themselves.

Study 1 - Robot Form Factor and Behaviour Display
We evaluated the emotional expression capabilities of our two
CuddleBit forms (FlexiBit and RibBit) on eight behaviours
representing four emotional states. Specifically, we asked:

RQ1: Can 1-DOF robot movements be perceived as commu-
nicating different valence and arousal states?
Hypothesis: Different levels of arousal will be interpreted
more accurately than different levels of valence.

RQ2: How is interpretation of emotional content influenced
by robot materiality, e.g., a soft furry texture?
Hypothesis: FlexiBit’s behaviour will be perceived as con-
veying more positive valence than RibBit’s.

Development of Study 1 behaviours
Team members created and agreed upon two breathing be-
haviours for each quadrant of the affective grid [26]: De-
pressed, Excited, Relaxed, or Stressed, for a total of 8 be-
haviours (represented as motion waveforms in Figure 3). Each
emotion word typifies the extreme of its emotion quadrant (i.e.
Stressed is high-arousal, negative-valence).

Study 1 Methods: body and behaviour evaluation
Participants: 20 participants, aged 20–40 with cultural back-
grounds from North America, Europe, Southeast Asia, Middle
East and Africa, were compensated $5 for 30 minute sessions.

Procedure: Participants were given the task of rating each
behaviour on a 5-point semantic differential (−2 Mismatch
to +2 Match) for two different robots displaying four emo-
tions: Depressed, Excited, Relaxed, or Stressed. For instance,
for “FlexiBit feels stressed”, a participant would play each
behaviour and rate how well it matched the robot portray-
ing stress. During playback and rating, participants kept one
hand on the robot, and moused with the other; motion was
experienced largely haptically. Noise-cancelling headphones
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played pink noise to mask mechanical noises; instructions
were communicated by microphone.

Ratings for each robot were performed separately. Robot block
order was counterbalanced, with an enforced 2m rest. For each
block, all four emotions were presented on the same screen so
participants could compare globally. Behaviours (15s clips)
could be played at will during the block. Order of behaviours
and emotion was randomised by participant. To reduce cogni-
tive load, participants saw the same behaviour/emotion order
for the second block. In total, each participant performed 64
ratings (8 behaviours × 4 emotions × 2 robots). Afterwards,
a semi-structured interview was conducted.

Study 1 Results
We compared ratings of each pair of behaviours designed for
the same emotion word with a pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests with Bonferroni correction (Figure 4). Ratings of the
two designed behaviours for the same emotion quadrant were
not significantly different (α = .050/8 = .006; all p’s ≥ .059).
Thus, we averaged ratings into four pairs by emotion target
(e.g., (1) & (2) in Figure 3).

Effect of emotion quadrant on behaviour ratings (signifi-
cant). Friedman’s test on behaviour ratings showed signif-
icant differences between behaviours per emotion for both
robots (all p’s < .001). Post hoc analyses using Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests were conducted with a Bonferroni correction
(α = .050/6 = .008) to further analyse the effect of emotion
condition on researcher-designed behaviours:
– Stressed, Excited, or Relaxed: There were significant dif-
ferences between high and low arousal behaviours (Stressed-
Depressed, Stressed-Relaxed, Excited-Depressed and Excited-
Relaxed, all p’s ≤ .002); but none between behaviours with
the same arousal level but different valence content.

Effect of robot on behaviour ratings (not significant).
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferroni correction showed
no statistically significant differences between ratings of
emotions displayed on the two distinct robot forms (α =
.050/16 = .003; all p’s ≥ .026).

Duration (not significant). A two-way (2 robots× 4 emotions)
repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant differences
in the time spent on rating behaviours (all p’s ≥ .079), sug-
gesting each emotion rating was undertaken with similar care.

Study 1 Takeaways

Hypothesis 1: Different levels of arousal are easier to interpret
than different levels of valence. – Supported.

In general, participants were able to perceive differences in
behaviours designed to convey high or low arousal. Speed
or frequency was most mentioned for arousal variation: low
arousal from low frequency and high arousal from high fre-
quency. Participants found interpreting valence more difficult.
Thus, behaviours on this 1-DOF display corroborates earlier
findings in regards to both dimensions [7, 23, 39].

We posit that the difficulties in determining valence may be due
in part to the restrictive range of behaviours. All designs were
based on the perception and imagination of three computer

science researchers, which may not be broadly generalizable
as effective emotional displays.

Improvement: Behaviours may have more range or dis-
cernible valence when sourced from a more diverse group
of designers. To increase emotional variance in Study 2, we
recruited participants (N=10), the majority of whom were
employed in creative roles to create the behaviours with an
expert designer. Participants were encouraged to puppet robot
movements, act out desired movements, and interact with the
robot until they were satisfied with the emotional displays.

Hypothesis 2: FlexiBit’s behaviour will be perceived as con-
veying more positive valence than RibBit’s. – Not supported.

In post-study interviews, participants reported the movement
expressed by the two robot forms as sensorially but not neces-
sarily emotionally different. FlexiBit felt nicer to touch, but its
motion was less precise. RibBit’s movements were interpreted
as breathing or a heartbeat despite the exposed inner workings
emphasizing the ’machine-ness’ of the robot.

Unexpectedly, while participants specified preferences for
FlexiBit’s fur and RibBit’s motor precision, pairwise compar-
isons of the same emotions revealed no significant difference
between robots. Movement rather than materiality dominated
how participants interpreted emotional expression; although
visual access to form was restricted during movement, tactility
might have modulated perception of, e.g., life-likeness.

Improvement: Whereas robot form factor had little to no
influence on emotion recognition results, it did influence how
participants perceived the robot. We selected characteristics to
emphasize for a second round of robot prototyping, producing
a new robot for Study 2. We focused on characteristics that
participants referenced as salient or pleasing in interviews,
such as fur, texture, and body firmness.

Starting from paper prototypes, we iterated on the RibBit form
factor to increase haptic salience and to incorporate positive
FlexiBit features. After exploring bumps on the ribs, spine
configuration, fur textures, and rib count, we converged on
a form that had fewer ribs, dense fur, and a prominent spine.
This combined the favourite features of the RibBit (crisp mo-
tion and haptic feedback) with the FlexiBit’s cuddliness. With
rapid prototyping methods, each paper/lo-fi sketch could be
explored in less than an hour; full new robot prototypes took
about two hours to modify design files, half an hour to laser
cut, and about two hours to assemble.

STUDY 2
Study 2 consists of two parts with two separate groups of
participants. In Study 2a (N=10), we partnered naïve users
with an expert animator (an author) to produce an interesting
and diverse set of behaviours, generating a library of emotional
robot behaviours labeled by affective quadrant. In Study 2b
(N=14), participants rated the behaviours generated in Study
2a in terms of PANAS words.
Study 2a – Generating behaviours with participants
Study 2a Methods: behaviour generation
Participants: We recruited 10 naïve participants (6 were pet
owners). We directly recruited participants with artistic and/or
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Figure 4. Mean behaviour ratings (+2 for Match; -2 for Not Match)
for FlexiBit grouped by the researcher-designed behaviours (horizontal)
and the emotion word against which participants rated behaviours (ver-
tical). Researcher-designed behaviours correspond with (1) to (8) in Fig-
ure 3. RibBit scores were similar and omitted for space.

Unpleasant
Activated

Pleasant
Deactivated

Pleasant
Activated

Unpleasant
Deactivated

stressed† * relaxed†‡* excited†‡* depressed†*
upset‡* calm‡* attentive‡* drowsy‡*
scared‡* at rest‡* determined‡* bored‡*
guilty‡ serene‡ proud‡ dull‡
hostile‡ at ease‡ enthusiastic‡ sluggish‡
nervous‡ droopy‡

Table 1. Affect Grid quadrants of PANAS emotion words. † represents
words used in Study 1; ‡represents words used in Study 2a; * represents
words used in Study 2b.

performance experience (7/10) as they were likely to be more
comfortable with improvisation and design. All were compen-
sated $10 per session.
Procedure: Participants were introduced to Voodle and Mac-
aronBit. After a warm-up exercise, they were given a PANAS
word representing each quadrant of the affect grid (see Table 1
for word list) and asked to sketch the emotion behaviour using
Voodle. Once they were satisfied with their sketch, it was
imported into MacaronBit where they worked with the expert
animator to refine their design. This was repeated for all tasks;
participants could decline to use either interface if they felt
that the behaviour design did not require it.

In total, each participant was given four words (one per affect
quadrant). Words were taken randomly from each quadrant,
as was order of quadrant presentation. Each session took ∼60
mins, ending with a semi-structured interview.

Study 2a Results
Voodle was used beforehand to sketch behaviours in most
cases. When a participant had a clear idea of what the be-
haviour should look like, both sketching and refining was
performed in MacaronBit.

A library of 72 behaviours labelled by emotion word was gen-
erated (participants designed multiple behaviours per word);
analysis of these behaviours presented in Study 2b results.

Study 2b - Rating Behaviours Live vs Video
Of the 72–item behaviour set generated in Study 2a, Study 2b
used a subset of 16: five researchers selected the most represen-
tative designs, converging on the top four per quadrant. Under
two viewing conditions {live, video}, participants chose three
words that best represented the displayed behaviours and rated
their confidence in each chosen word, as well as one or more
words that least represented the behaviour. Participants rated
words ahead of time in terms of arousal and valence. Ratings
per participant and per viewing condition were combined into
a single (valence, arousal) point (described below). Through
this, we explored the following:

RQ3: Is there a difference in viewing conditions?
Hypothesis: Participants will rate behaviours similarly re-
gardless of viewing condition.

RQ4: Are behaviours consistently distinguishable?
Hypothesis: Each behaviour will be distinguishable.

RQ5: Which behaviour design and waveform features corre-
late with rated dimensions of arousal and valence?
Conjecture: Features that are characteristic of variability
will correlate with valence, while features that are charac-
teristic of speed will correlate with arousal.

Study 2b Methods: behaviour evaluation
Participants: We recruited 14 naïve participants (4 male),
aged 22–35. 12 participants were fully proficient in English;
the remaining 2 had advanced working knowledge. Out of 14
participants, 13 reported having at least some interaction with
pets; 6 rarely interacted with robots, and 8 never interacted
with robots. All were compensated $15 per session.

Procedure: Participants were seated, introduced to a fur-
covered RibBit, and asked to touch the robot to reduce novelty
effects. To calibrate emotion words, participants rated the
valence and arousal of 12 words on a 9-point scale (Table 1).
Participants then viewed the 16 robot behaviours in two coun-
terbalanced viewing condition blocks {live, video}.

In the live condition, participants could physically interact with
the CuddleBit while playing each robot behaviour via Mac-
aronBit. Noise-cancelling headphones played pink noise to
mask robot noise. In the video condition, participants watched
silent videos of the CuddleBit performing the same behaviours
(side view, 640x360 px, 30fps). In both conditions, behaviour
order was randomized for each participant.

In each viewing condition, participants were asked to choose 3
emotion words that best represented the behaviour from a list
of the 12 emotion words they calibrated previously, indicating
their confidence level of each word on a 5-point Likert scale.
They watched 16 behaviours and answered qualitative follow-
up questions. After an optional 5 minute break, this process
was repeated, with condition block counterbalanced. Including
a semi-structured interview, the session took ∼60 minutes.

Study 2b data preprocessing
Before each session, participants calibrated the emotion words
that they would be using by rating each in terms of arousal and
valence. Using the calibrated list of emotion words, we con-
structed vectors of (v = valence, a = arousal) for each word,
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Determined (8,6)
Excited  (9,9)
Nervous (1,7)

Participants rate each word in 
terms of arousal and valence.

For each behaviour and viewing  
condition, word vectors are weighted A vector is produced for 

each word.

Determined

1 arousal 9

1 valence 9

c1w1 + c2w2 + c3w3

|w1| + |w2| + |w3|
b1,live =

Each behaviour is then rated by top 

i.e. {1..5}  {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0}.

Determined 
Excited  
Nervous

Figure 5. For each behaviour and viewing condition, a single vector was
calculated by adding the vectors of the top three words that participants
chose, weighted by confidence levels. Word vectors were determined at
the beginning of the session, when participants rated each word in terms
of arousal and valence.

where 1 < v,a < 9. For each behaviour and viewing condition,
the best three words were weighted by their confidence values,
added and normalized. This produced a single vector of (v,a)
for each behaviour and viewing condition (Figure 5).

Study 2b Data verification
Before the following analysis, we ran a series of data verifica-
tions to ensure consistency in each participant’s responses.

Due to the high subjectivity of the kinds of emotions people
will associate with different words, the participant-calibrated
emotion words were checked for consistency with the expected
PANAS quadrants. For all participants, no more than two
words disagreed with the PANAS quadrants; as such, we took
the participant rated words to be reasonably calibrated.

Similarly, for each behaviour per view condition, the best three
rated words were checked both against themselves, and against
the selected least representative word(s). Roughly 50 per
cent agreed within a reasonable margin of error across either
valence or arousal; 30 per cent agreed across both valence and
arousal; 20 per cent either did not agree or were inconclusive.

To determine whether our confidence value weighting scheme
was valid, we performed both a visual inspection of word dis-
tribution and confusion matrices with design labels. With no
weighting scheme, data was heavily biased towards (positive
valence, high arousal) ratings, which did not agree with our
qualitative results or a reasonable reading of our quantitative
results. As such, a linear weighting scheme was determined to
be the least biased, such that confidence ratings of {1,2,3,4,5}
were mapped to {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0}.

Study 2b Analysis and Results
We summarize our findings from Study 2b. All significant
results are reported at p < .05 level of significance.

RQ3: Is there a difference in viewing conditions?
Hypothesis: Participants will rate behaviours similarly regard-
less of viewing condition. – Not supported.

Behaviour label × Viewing condition: We found a signifi-
cant effect for viewing condition (Pillai = 0.563, F(2,415) =
6.87) and behaviour label (0.563, F(30,832) = 10.86). We
did not find an interaction effect (p = .33). Although there is

evidence to suggest that participants do rate behaviours dif-
ferently, since they also rate viewing conditions differently,
we should be careful in using video as a proxy for live robot
behaviour display.

Behaviour label quadrant × Viewing condition: We found
a significant effect for viewing condition (Pillai = 0.441,
F(6,880) = 41.43) and by collecting designs by quadrant (e.g.
Hostile and Upset are both high-arousal, negative-valence
emotions), (Pillai = 0.030, F(2,439) = 8.705), and the inter-
action effect.

Duration: Through 2-way ANOVAs, we found significance
in duration between viewing conditions wherein participants
took longer to rate live (µ = 72.49s, σ = 40.69s) than via
video (µ = 64.13s, σ = 29.28s) per behaviour, corroborated
in that live behaviours (µ = 2.36, σ = 1.51) were played more
times than the corresponding video (µ = 1.96, σ = 1.18). The
more time spent on live behaviours could be due to more
information conveyed or more interest as participants interpret
the motion and/or haptic expression.

RQ4: Are behaviours consistently distinguishable?
Hypothesis: Each behaviour will be consistently distinguish-
able. – Partially supported.

Behaviour label × Participant: As behaviours (Pillai =
0.917, F(30,448) = 12.649), participants ratings (Pillai =
0.671, F(26,448) = 8.705), and the interaction are all signifi-
cant, we determine that the behaviours are distinguishable by
participant.
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Figure 6. Each plot shows a single behaviour’s arousal (-1,1) and valence
(-1,1) ratings. Live viewing condition is in red, video in blue. Green
ellipses show confidence intervals at 5% and 97.5%. Green cross is mean,
purple cross is median. Each plot corresponds to a single PANAS word,
each row corresponds to an affect grid quadrant. Rows order from the
top: Depressed, Relaxed, Excited, Stressed.
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Through Figure 6, we examine rating consistency by behaviour
and quadrant. Negative-valence, low-arousal (Depressed) be-
haviours have the largest dispersion in rating for both dimen-
sions, suggesting that they are the most difficult for partic-
ipants to classify. Low-arousal, positive-valence (Relaxed)
behaviours are more consistently concentrated towards the
relaxed quadrants.

Both high-arousal, negative-valence (Stressed) and high-
arousal, positive-valence (Excited) behaviours are concen-
trated in the high-arousal half, yet highly dispersed across
valence, suggesting valence is difficult to determine for certain
high-arousal behaviours.

Overall, behaviours designed for a representative quadrant may
not necessarily be interpreted as such. Determined, for exam-
ple, was interpreted as negative-valence with high-arousal, a
contrast to the intended positive-valence high-arousal. Finally,
live behaviours (red in Figure 6) are more dispersed than video
behaviours (blue). This illustrates a higher variation in how
participants rated live than video behaviours.

RQ5: Which behaviour design and waveform features cor-
relate with rated dimensions of arousal and valence?
Conjecture: Features that are characteristic of variability will
correlate with valence, features that are characteristic of speed
will correlate with arousal. – Partially supported.

Analysis using machine learning techniques was performed
as a preliminary step to understand which features might be
most relevant. Using the full set of designed behaviours from
Study 2a and their associated design labels, we trained a Ran-
dom Forest classifier on statistical features calculated from
design and output waveform attributes. Since each behaviour
was output as a waveform, we could decompose the wave-
form using MacaronBit design parameters, and describe them
using keyframe count and standard statistical features (min,
max, mean, median, variance, total variance, area under the
curve) on keyframe values. The same statistical features were
calculated for the output waveform.

Each behaviour label was mapped to the original PANAS
quadrant (called here design quadrant). When running 20-
fold cross-validation classifying on design quadrant, the Ran-
dom Forest classifier achieved between 66% and 72%, full
feature subset for the former, and an optimal subset for the
latter (chance=25%). Top performing features were position:
keyframe count, range, total variance; random: max, min.

Note that the selected features are related to waveform com-
plexity. If the random parameter was set high, then the wave-
form would have a high amount of variation. Similarly, if
there were a high number of position keyframes, the wave-
form would have a lot of variation.

Feature Selection
A correlation matrix was constructed between arousal and
valence for 16 participant-rated behaviours (per viewing con-
dition), and for the 72 participant-and-researcher generated
unrated behaviours.

As seen in Figure 7, arousal has stronger correlation within
the feature vector than valence. Features with strong positive
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Figure 7. Correlation results from behaviours that were designed for
an emotion label but unrated by participants (marked unrated above)
were calculated on all 72 designs from Study 2a; correlation results from
participant-ratings were calculated on the 16 behaviours from Study 2b
(marked by viewing condition). A strong positive correlation is shown
between the position total variance for all arousal columns (unrateda,
videoa, livea) – the higher the total variance, the higher the arousal.

correlation to arousal are those that also correspond with the
widest, fastest, and most erratic motions, such as position
keyframe count, position range, and random maximum.

Valence has much weaker correlation overall, and particularly
low absolute correlation values in the participant-rated analy-
sis. However, within the unrated behaviours, the top correlated
features are also indicators of waveform complexity and are
negatively correlated with valence, i.e. the more complex a
behaviour is, the less it is deemed to be a pleasant behaviour.

Participant Experience
Interviews with participants were audio-recorded, transcribed,
and coded for themes and keywords by a single researcher us-
ing an affinity diagram and constant comparison. Open-ended
written responses from participants for both live and video
viewing conditions were analyzed with the same techniques.

In contrast to video, participants emphasized the importance of
haptic feedback (7/14), the ability to view the robot from mul-
tiple angles (4/14), the increased engagement and accessibility
that resulted from the live interaction (5/14); 9/14 touched
the robot while playing behaviours. Of these, three reported
wanting to touch the robot when they were having difficulty
interpreting the behaviour.

“Feeling the movements rather than just watching them
helped me get a better sense of an interpretation of what
the emotion was.” –P05 (corroborated by P09, P11)

Participants reported that some of the given emotion words
were ambiguous (particularly Depressed, Attentive, Excited,
and Stressed), due to a lack of context and visual cues.

“There were some emotions where it was pretty ambigu-
ous. [There are] different connotations depending on
exactly what the context is.” –P03 (P02, P10)

Several participants (4/14) interpreted a combination of emo-
tions while observing the robot behaviours, with emotions
happening either simultaneously or sequentially.

“I think [the emotions] are happening in order. So some-
times [it’s] excited, and then after the stimulus is gone, it
becomes bored again.” –P06 (P04, P07, P09)
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Participants’ description of their process for labelling robot be-
haviours included relying on their experience with animal be-
haviours (4/14), their experience with human emotions (2/14),
and interpretation of the “heartbeat” or “breathing” of the
robot’s movement (7/14). 5/14 participants mentioned that it
was difficult to interpret emotions from the robot behaviours.

DISCUSSION

Distinguishing Arousal and Valence
Results show arousal levels are easy to distinguish, but va-
lence is more difficult. This is consistent with many human
emotion classification studies, such as with facial expressions:
it is difficult to distinguish emotions across valence, even by
humans of other humans.

As an example, an enthusiastic soccer player yells after a
goal: without knowing which side the soccer player is on, it
is difficult to visually distinguish between a yell of anguish
or victory [2]. Similarly, for low arousal states, it might be
difficult to tell the difference between someone who is relaxed
or depressed.

Observers may always need to rely on context for valence,
either through extended interaction, or through external envi-
ronmental or situational cues. Arousal behaviour design might
be more important to ‘get right’ than valence behaviour de-
sign, especially if interaction and contextual cues are stronger
than any inherent behaviour features. Consider watching a
scary movie with a robot; the robot reacts with a high-arousal
behaviour. If you assume it is a sympathetic creature, you will
likely believe it is reacting with you to the movie. There is
also evidence to suggest that valence and arousal are not truly
orthogonal, and may co-vary [17].

Even in this restricted context there are clear indicators of val-
idated emotional behaviours. For instance, labels Guilty and
Scared are rated as high arousal-negative valence whereas Re-
laxed and At Ease are decidedly low arousal-positive valence,
as determined by tight agreement along the axes in Figure 6.

Design parameter features that produce a behaviour with a
wider range of motion or more complex motion (i.e. number of
keyframes for position, maximum randomness) correlate with
higher arousal and lower valence (Figure 7). Controlling these
parameters can create convincing behaviours across emotion
dimensions: increased randomness generates negative-valence
and high-arousal behaviours as will a larger range of motion.

Form Factor, Viewing Condition and Context
Results from Study 1 suggest that the same behaviours are
interpreted similarly on RibBit or FlexiBit. Significant differ-
ences between viewing conditions in Study 2b suggest that
physical presence does impact a user’s emotional understand-
ing of the robot. Video behaviours were rated more consis-
tently than live behaviours which could be due to the robot
having a more limited expressive range on video than live; par-
ticipants reported that the haptic sensations allowed for more
nuanced interpretations of displayed emotion. We conjecture
that a live robot can express more, but is also more open to
situational influence, since a live environment is much more
sensorially rich than the same environment depicted in video.

Difference in live vs. video viewing conditions is reported
elsewhere, e.g. infants have been shown to pay more attention
to live agents than agents on video [14, 32].

Through heuristic evaluations, we found that the narrative
considerations of each robot changed with design variations
within a single form factor. For example, we were much more
inclined to baby a small FlexiBit over the larger one. Yet,
despite the contrast in the character of each robot, participants
rated behaviours similarly across form factors.

Although there are more behaviour metaphors to explore even
in 1-DOF, we acknowledge that more degrees of freedom may
improve valence recognition through actuation of body parts
for clear emotional signification. For example, if the robot had
a head, raising the head might correspond with higher valence;
if the robot had a tail, wagging the tail might do the same.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We evaluated the expressive potential for simple 1-DOF robots
by exploring the design and recognition of displayed emotional
breathing-like behaviours on a 1-DOF zoomorphic social robot
called the CuddleBit.

Through a sketch-and-refine process, we developed a series
of robot prototypes and animation techniques, a library of af-
fective behaviours, and validated a subset of those behaviours
with naïve participants. We improved on one robot design
(the RibBit) in a second iteration, incorporating participant
feedback to emphasize haptic and emotional salience. We
analyzed a set of characteristic features of design parameters,
and determined which features correlated with arousal and
valence, targeting the generation of affective behaviours.

Our results show promise for further design parameter explo-
ration in producing breathing curve irregularity, supported also
by the literature [4]. Future work will examine longer inter-
actions that dynamically vary behaviour parameters, rather
than simply displaying pre-recorded motion. To auto-generate
Distress, the robot could briefly increase waveform random-
ness and maximum position; then in response to a soft touch,
reductions in these parameters may resolve as Relaxation.

Future work will address 1-DOF robots with different ex-
pressive actuations (e.g. spine or head movement) as well
as integrate multiple 1-DOF robots into a multi-DOF design.
By fully exploring each DOF in isolation through the same
coupled body and behaviour design process, the expressive
capacity of each addition can be controlled and iterated on.
Layering single DOFs to produce multi-DOF behaviours can
filter the design space and reduce late-stage failures. Using the
sketch-and-refine process presented here along with behaviour
testing techniques, designers should be able to direct explo-
rations based on concrete validations, with a fully-functional,
studied prototype produced at each stage.
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